
Modern Healthcare Delivery Organizations (HDOs) are challenged
with a massive device explosion - the “Enterprise of Things,” so to
speak. Billions of connected, managed and unmanaged IoT
devices, medical devices (IoMT), and operational technology (OT)
devices have demonstrated benefits such as cost savings,
improved patient outcomes and convenience, reduced errors,
increased efficiencies and effectiveness, business data analytics,
operations optimization, and more.

However, those benefits come with an ever-expanding risk surface
that in many cases cannot be properly known or measured and
will have evolving new security gaps that can be leveraged by
cyberattacks.
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Cylera and Forescout
Reducing Risk Through Continuous Device
Monitoring and Policy Enforcement

The Challenge

"I'm in this to care for
patients, but it is more
obvious all the time that I
need to be aware of
cybersecurity risks to our
patient care devices and
their privacy. 

We needed  Cylera's
technology to help our
department function in a
cybersafe manner."

Healthcare IT or security teams know that they can’t secure what
they can’t see or don’t know about. It is critical for IT, security
and/or clinical teams to accurately detail the inventory of all
connected assets they have on their networks. Further, it is
important to have a true assessment of the organization’s
security risk posture and rapidly respond when a security or
compliance lapse occurs. This is only made possible by
continuously collecting rich, detailed information on the whole
“Enterprise of Things” involved in the business of patient care. 



Technology Highlights
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IoT devices can be defined as any device or system that can communicate with other devices and systems,
process and transmit information, has some type of operating system, or firmware, (regardless how simple),
but unfortunately, cannot be managed via traditional IT security tools. 

These types of IoT include, but aren’t limited to device types such as the following:  IoT, medical devices
(IoMT), non-traditional and peripheral IT devices, personal/wearables, and OT.

What Are IoT Devices?

The Integrated Solution
Together, Forescout and Cylera provide a unique solution for healthcare organizations that requires no
agent, passively and continuously discovers, assesses and classifies all IoMT, IoT, operational technology
(OT) and IT devices. 

In specific, Cylera has patented, leading-edge methodologies applied in its Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to provide customers with more actionable IoT, IoMT and OT insights,
broader and more informed clinical and patient context, and a technique for IoT Device Emulation™ that can
apply “zero-touch” vulnerability scans on medical devices, OT systems, and others which are rarely able to
be patched, but need to be assessed. With no touch to the actual physical device, or disruption to patient
services and workflows, Cylera can provide vulnerabilities, risk scoring, and built-in response plans to speed
IT capabilities to assist and respond to priority findings.



The orchestration between Cylera and Forescout helps dynamically
reduce the attack surface, stop the progress of an attack or threat
and isolate non-compliant, at-risk devices for further investigation
and remediation. 

Integration Highlights
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How It Works Integrated Solution Benefits 
Automatic asset discovery,
identification, classification,
vulnerability detail, risk scoring and
and policy enforcement across
100% of all connected devices (IoT,
IoMT, IT and OT) with one integrated
solution

Medical device fleet utilization and
optimization insights, bringing
financial benefits to the bottom line

Zero-touch, no disruption to physical
devices or patient care services,
passive techniques used by both
Cylera and Forescout

Unified view across clinical
engineering and IT teams enhances
security posture, collaboration and
understanding on security policies to
be enforced

Dynamic risk assessment, access
control, network segmentation, and
threat containment for devices
across the campus, clinical network,
data center, and cloud instances at
scale

Regulatory compliance and security
frameworks joint support
streamlines needs for alignment with
HIPAA, Sarbannes-Oxley (SOX),
DSPT, NIST CSF, HITRUST, PCI DSS,
OSI, and others

Unlike others, no cost for the
integrated solution, included in
standard product. Neither is there a
need for back end services costs

Through the integration, Cylera also adds its proprietary intelligence
to the analysis to provide detailed, highly accurate clinical device
data which can then be fed to Forescout, enhancing Forescout’s data
to drive granular clinical security policies. 

This enriches Forescout device data with deep clinical device context
that can be utilized by Forescout’s enterprise-wide policy engine to
enforce network access, segmentation, device compliance and threat
or incident response policies.

Further, the integration helps to ensure the right policies are enforced
with the right devices at the right time without disrupting critical
clinical processes or patient services. 

Security teams gain the enterprise-wide asset visibility and control
they need and clinical/biomed engineering gains the security they
can trust to ultimately protect patients, their data and overall safety
with advanced cybersecurity and device management. 

AHA Preferred Cybersecurity
Provider Cylera is the only vendor in
its category as of 2021 to receive
certification by the American
Hospital Association



Founded in late 2017, and headquartered in New York, Cylera is the leading edge in
healthcare IoT, IoMT, and OT cybersecurity and intelligence. The Cylera Platform is a
centralized cybersecurity solution that secures the entire connected healthcare IoT
environment from the enterprise side to medical devices providing patient care
services. Cylera’s patented technology delivers unique IoT emulation, adaptive
datatype analysis, and proprietary CyLabs global intelligence. Unlike many, Cylera is
fully context-aware for use by IT and clinical engineering for asset identification and
management, network analysis, risk assessment, network segmentation, threat
detection and intelligence, and fleet optimization. Cylera delivers the strongest, most
advanced healthcare IoT and medical device cybersecurity risk management solution
for the industry. © 2021 CYLERA. All Rights Reserved, 211208

Learn More About Cylera
www.cylera.com

info@cylera.com - To get answers without
high pressure tactics, just information.
 
demo@cylera.com - To schedule an efficient
demo highlighting what you want to know.

partners@cylera.com - For exploration into
joining Cylera's Momentum Partner Program. 

Follow us on Twitter @cylera_

Integration Highlights

Summary
The integration between Forescout and Cylera products brings
organizations rich, contextual insight into their clinical and IT networks,
benefits from sophisticated clinical network analysis to detect threats and
improved security posture through policies to automatically enforce network
access control, segmentation, device compliance and contain threats.

The integration between Forescout and Cylera products provides a practical
solution that fits seamlessly into existing corporate and clinical networks
while supporting HDO needs for safeguarding patient care, safety, privacy,
and business continuity.


